AAU Basketball COVID-19 Event Procedures

The following procedures were created by the AAU National Office and are recommended to be utilized at all licensed 2020 AAU Basketball events.

1. Registration
   a. Verification of AAU membership and age/grade eligibility will be done in advance using the Tournament Connect roster.
   b. Rosters and score sheets will be printed by AAU event staff and given directly to the scorer's table.
   c. Wristbands for bench personnel will be sprayed with BIOPROTECT™. Each person must show photo ID at the tournament office to receive their wristband before they can sit on the bench.

2. Facility Entry / Exit
   a. Required temperature check on everyone: operators, coaches, athletes, referees, AAU event staff, facility event staff before they are allowed to enter the facility.
   b. Anyone with a temperature of 100.4°F or higher will not be permitted to enter.
   c. Spectators must be wearing a face mask and agree to keep it on the entire time they're in the facility.
   d. Separate entrances and exits will be used to control flow and promote social distancing.
   e. Teams and spectators will be required to leave the facility after each game.

3. Spectator Seating
   a. Spectators will be limited based on local regulations and facility size.
   b. All spectators will be required to sit in marked spots that are 6 feet apart.

4. On the Court
   a. Players and coaches should use the hand sanitizer found on the scorer's table upon entering the court for warm-up or game participation.
   b. Teams will not be allowed to bring in their own basketballs.
   c. All basketballs we provide for warm-up and game ball will be sprayed with BIOPROTECT™.
   d. Scorer's table and team benches will be sprayed with BIOPROTECT™.
   e. Spot cleaning of team benches and scorer's tables will take place in between each game.
   f. Hand sanitizer will be provided at each scorer's table.
   g. Water dispensers will not be provided on the team benches. Each athlete must bring their own water bottle.
   h. Teams are not allowed to shake hands after the game in traditional fashion. A modified version that accounts for social distancing will be allowed.
   i. Athletes will be required to wear a mask while on the bench. Coaches must wear a mask to coach, and while on the bench.

*BIOPROTECT™ is an EPA registered, water-based, antimicrobial technology that provides persistent and continuous protection of a surface for up to 90 days.

Looking for the latest update from the desk of AAU President Dr. Roger J. Goudy? Click Here.